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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. apt-search
B. dpkg-search
C. dpkg
D. apt-get
E. apt-cache
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a PRPC application the ViewPortfolioInformation section has
three accordion layouts: Stock Details, Stock graphs and
Trade/Payment history. What is the preferred design you will do
to make the screen display latest details when they are
accessed? (Choose One)
A. Write a timer script that periodically does a section
refresh
B. Enable the Refresh When active feature on accordion layouts
to get the recent transaction
C. Add Refresh When condition on each Accordion layouts that
refreshes on a When rule which uses a timer to fire the event
D. Defer load on all accordion layouts, selecting them will
render data everytime
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An ArcGIS Pro user has a 2D point layer of trees with a Height
attribute m the attribute table
What is the most efficient workflow for the user to display the
trees in 3D with realistic appearance and
height?
A. Add the layer and symbolize it with a realistic 3D symbol
B. Add the layer and extrude based on the Height attribute
C. Add the layer as a Preset Layer using realistic trees
D. Add the layer and convert it to a multipath feature class
Answer: C
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